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Post-Planck Cosmology, edited by C. Deffayet er al. (Oxford University
Press), 2or5. Pp. 545,25 x r7.5 cm. Price {42.5o Qr.ardbound; ISBN 978 o
19 872885 6).

The fuil title rs Ecale de Physi4ue des Houches, Session C, 8 jdj; - z August
zorj, Post-Planck Cosmologg. Session C did not foliow sessions A and B, but
rather sessions XCVII and XCI]I these are the proceedings of the rooth Les
Houches summer school (the first was in r95r). There are twelve chapters by
fourteen authors (one chapter has three, though only one is also a lecturer).
Eighteen lecturers (and four seminar speakers, one of whom is an author of one
of the chapters) are listed (as well as fifty-three students). Stangely, only the list
of students is strictly alphabetical; the other lists are only almost so - too much
so to be due to chance. Strange spellings in the French front matter ("Marie
Curi", "physicque" 

-though 
these are sometimes spelled correctly) add to the

surreal impression. Fortunately, though, this is confined to the fiont matterl
the book itself, though not perfect, has been well edited. Despite having many
authors, the appearance is quite uniform, with the exception of citations and
references, where the style varies from chapter to chapter.

The chapters are arranged alphabetically by author (except that that by
Renata Kallosh is last - 

perhaps because she was a 'seminar speaker' rather
than a'lecturer') and vary in length (from 16 to 86 pages) and level (from slightly
technical to very technical). Seven could be described as "a lot oftheory" and
five as "somewhat less theory"; the five chapters in which observations play
a substantial role also include information on numerical simulations, semi-
analytic models, and so on. AIl in ai1, the topics are those q&ich would be
covered at a typical modern cosmology conference, though of course the Les
Houches lectures, lasting almost a month, provide much more detail. There is
also a considerable variation in style. For example, Andreas Albrecht's chapter
on 'Cosmic inflation' notes that good reviews of the topic fty himself and
by others) are availabie, so his contribution mentions the few things he finds
most important (including his own 'de Sitter equilibrium cosmology'). Clive
Burgess' contribution is similar to talks I have heard by him at th€ last two
conferences I have attended, so I'm sure that he has spoken on this topic many
times; his chapter is thus a presentation of his own current work (on a possible
extra-dimensional solution to the cosmoiogical-constant problem), rather than
a review. About half of the chapters are typical reviews; the two iongest (by
Francis Bernardeau on 'The Planck mission' and Andrei Linde on 'Inflationary
cosmology after Planck') are both thorough and readable. The shorter reviews
provide good potted introductions to their topics, and the fact that mosi
chapters have very many references (Burgess'has nine pages ofreferences for a
text iust four times as long) make this book useful for someone wanting to learn
about a topic in depth.

Apart from the review of tl.e Planck mission itselt "post-P/azc& cosmology" is
not immediately obvious in most of the chapters; however, it is always present,
since a common theme is that observations now provide very strict constrainrs
on theory. Planck rnig)tt even be the last word on this in some sense with regard
to the CMB; for other areas of astronomy, upcoming satellites sucl. as Euclid
and ground-based instruments such as the SKd and the LSSI will play a

similar role. Cosmology has been data-driven for the past rwenty years or so,
but will probably become even more so in the next twenty" As a result, I think
that the 'a lot of theory' chapters would be much the same if written twenty
years from now, while the others wili of course have [o take into account vast
amounts of new data.
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The figures are all in black and white, though the captions often say
"For the figure in color, please see the online version of the lectures."
The location of these, however, is not mentioned in the book; the URL is
https://sites.google/com/sitefcosmologyleshoucheszor3/lecture-notes. (This

page has links to a drop-box, where the actual content is, and appears to
be accessible without registration.) Some of these are slides, others are more
similar to the proceedings (but with colour figures). Formats vary: 'raw'
PowerPoint, PDF (some produced &om PowerPoint, some from LaTeX,
and so on, but also some scans of handwritten transparencies), and even a
Mathematica 'notebook'. There is a huge amount of information available here,
including material from some of the lecturers and seminar speakers who aren't
represented in the proceedings. (Most of those who are represented have alscr
provided on-line material.)

I didn't notice any factual mistakes, but that would be a surprise indeed from
authors writing about their own work. There is no index, but that is not really a
problem for a book like this. Notes are fortunately provided as foomores, rather
than being collected at the end of each chapter or ar the end of the book. The
overall production is good. I recommend the book for those who want a detailed
overview of current topics in cosmology. - Putr r .Ip HELBIG.
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